CAPCom AG
Lise-Meitner-Straße 10
D-64293 Darmstadt
Tel.: +49 6151 155-900
Fax.: +49 6151 155-909
E-Mail: info@capcom.de
Visitor address
CAPCom AG
Robert-Bosch-Straße 7
64293 Darmstadt
3. floor, part D

Arrival via A5 (Basel - Karlsruhe - Kassel):
Leave the expressway 5 at the exit 26 and head for Darmstadt City.
Arrival via A67 (Mannheim - Mainz):
Leave the expressway 67 at the exit 6 and head for Darmstadt City.
In Darmstadt:
You travel from Darmstadt interchange on the two-lane feeder road heading for Darmstadt City. After a light double turn,
you drive under a bridge and then make a sharp right turn into Eifelring. Follow the course of the road and pass the bridge,
then turn right into Maria-Goeppert-Straße. After about 250 meters, turn left into the Robert-Bosch-Straße and pass the
ESOC. After the ESOC you reach the Technology and Innovation Centre (TIZ).

Arrival via B45/B26 (Hanau / Aschaffenburg):
At Hanau interchange, head for B45 Rodgau. Follow the course of the two-lane clearway heading for Darmstadt.
Leave the B45 after about 20 kilometres, and drive to B26. In Darmstadt, please note the Darmstadt interchange
expressway instructions.
In Darmstadt:
You travel the two-lane Rheinstraße. After leaving the city in the amount of Maritim Hotel, please choose your lane
on the right. After 100 meters, turn right into Zweifalltorweg. After another 150 meters, turn left into Robert-BoschStraße.
Parking:
P+R car park Darmstadt central station
Gateway: Robert-Bosch-Straße
Opening hours:
Mo - So: 0:00 - 24:00
Pay scale (June 2012): for each commenced hour: 1,50 EUR
Methods of payment: coins, bank notes, cash card
Arrival via train:
You can reach Darmstadt central station via train from every larger town in Germany. The ICE stops here, too.
Arrival via suburban train:
The lines S3 and S4 of Transport Association Rhine Main (RMV) stop at Darmstadt central station.
Arrival via cable car:
The lines 9 and 4 (Böllenfalltor-Griesheim / Griesheim-Kranichstein) stop at Mozartturm station.
Arrival via bus:
The lines F, H and K (Haasstraße-Oberwaldhaus / Kranichstein - Anne-Frank-Straße / TU-Lichtwiese-Kleyerstraße)
stop at Darmstadt central station.
By foot:
The CAPCom AG business premises are located on the third floor part D of the Technology and Innovation Centre
(TIZ) in the Robert-Bosch-Straße 7.

